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Nearly 3 centuries of generous patronage by kings and nobility
contributed to the shaping of current practice of Carnatic music.
Besides the renowned Carnatic trinity and the compositional
form of kriti that they excelled in, numerous other composers
produced a bounty of diverse forms like varnam, tillana,
svarajati and javali. Kings encouraged competition amongst
musicians and composers. Members of the Royal family of
Kerala, and of the Marathas of Tanjavur excelled both as
patrons and composers of great merit and royal courts buzzed
vibrantly not merely with exciting performances but also with
the genesis and evolution of many a great idea in Carnatic music.
Through a narrative of stories, histories, biographies and folklore
accompanied by the rendition of select compositions, this
programme navigates the labyrinths of the lives and times of
composers and royal patrons who helped craft the history of
Carnatic music as we know it today.
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